
THEMATIC OVERVIEW

Year Group(s): Reception

Term and Duration: Autumn 2 ( 6 weeks)

Theme: Exciting Explorers: Neil Armstrong   ( also Forest School, Remembrance and Christmas)

Hook In: Mysterious appearance of debris on the school field. What is it and where did it come from
Solar System video to inspire discussion

Celebration: No specifically Topic related Celebration this term.

Christmas performance

Key Questions: These are taken from the childrn’s suggestions.
What is the debris and where did it come from? What makes a rocket launch? Who was Neil Armstrong?
How do astronauts use a toilet? How can you wash your hands? Can you eat in space? What is gravity? How do you land on 
the moon? How do you get back to earth? Are there space houses? Do rockets have engines and control buttons? What do 
rockets and space ships look like inside?

What are stars and planets and what are their names?? Are planets different colours and why do some planets have rings 
around them? Is earth a planet? Why isn’t Pluto a planet? Why do stars twinkle? Why does the moon sometimes look like a 
banana? What are shooting stars? Is the sun bright in space? What does a galaxy look like? What are asteroids? How big is 
space? Is it dark in space? What are constellations?

What is the moon made of? How big is the moon? How do you get to the moon? Can we play football on the moon?

Could life exist on other planet? Re there such things as aliens? 

Differentiated weekly objectives are highlighted in detailed EYFS plans and in weekly Literacy and Maths plans
In addition, there is some scope for children’s own interests to be taken into consideration 

Literacy

 All age-related phonics objectives are overarching throughout literacy as well as in discrete phonics sessions.
 All age-related handwriting objectives are overarching throughout literacy as well as in discrete handwriting sessions.
 All age related reading objectives are overarching throughout literacy and guided and one to one reading sessions.

Alien stories, Alien descriptions,

Labelling planets, non fiction descriptions of planets 

AOP space station- Explorers’ observation diaries, observation books

Non fiction books about planets in our solar system, stars and galaxies 

Playdough – make and label planets

Space poems, letters to NASA

Diary of a Christmas Elf, 

Christmas Poetry, Christmas cards

AOP Santa’s Workshop- writing labels and cards, lists of things to wrap

Mathematics

All age related number objectives run alongside the topic in areas of provision and in focused group/class work

Number Shape, Space and Measures

Counting in 2s and 10s, backwards in 1s ( countdown).

Counting in 100s –link to production and time travel

Begin to learn all number bonds to 10

 Adding and subtracting to 10 and 20, using concrete 

and pictorial methods.

Time work- seasons, months, 0.clock, language of time- 
before/after/next/ yesterday/tomorrow

Naming and describing 3D shapes-Linked to 
rockets/spacecraft and also Wise Men Gifts

Money- linked to Christmas shop buying 1 or two objects



Understanding the World

People and Communities The World Technology

Learn about Neil Armstrong and the 

moon landing- significance  of the event

in history

Forest schools- make nature’s fireworks-

Remembrance event- making poppies, 

understanding significance, 

Participating in school Christmas service

and production

Celebrating Christmas- traditions and 

comparisons  ( other Faith festivals 

covered and assessed in RE)

Make papier mache planets/planet 
landscapes
Paper plate moonscapes
Crater experiments 

What are stars and planets?

Rocket launches 

Forest Schools- alien trees-looking at 
nature’s changes

Forest Schools- giant planets made up 
of leaves/twigs etc

Computer- Space related IWB games-
drag and drop, 
Planet pictures
Taking photos of each other in role as 
aliens/space explorers
Paint Spa- paint a spaceship- mouse 
control- Level 1 use of tools
Bee bots journey around a planet

Design and make a rockets

Expressive Arts and Design

Media and Materials ( includes music and dance) Being Imaginative

Making musical sound pictures for different planets

Music based around concept of High/Low- links to space

Dance based around Holst’s Planet Suite

Space songs, Christmas songs 

Papier mache planets/planetscapes-exploring texture and 
form , Paper plate flour mix moonscapes, Colour mixing with 
gloop for textures ,Junk model spacecraft- explore form, cards
and calendars-using tools and techniques to assemble and 
create

Singing and dancing- Christmas songs and carols

Paint aliens and planets

Make up own dances/aliens movement with percussion/to 
recorded music

Papier mache planets/planetscapes-exploring texture and 
form, Junk model spacecraft- explore form

Forest school giant leaf planets- exploring colour

Role play being space travellers and aliens

Role play being Christmas elves at the North Pole

PSED

Making Relationships Self confidence and self awareness Managing feelings and behaviour

Begin role play space station

Outdoor-Alien planets 

Giant community brick  making space 

craft

Shelter making for aliens

Christmas production- co-operation

Santa’s workshop- working together

Learning partners/Forest school 

partners- working positively together

Role play areas

Dance and Drama work based around 
planets and aliens

Christmas production

Working with Learning/Forest school 
partners
. 

Role play areas, giant construction- 
group work

Christmas production

 Church services



Physical Development

Moving and Handling Health and self care

PE- Moving like aliens

PE-Expressive movement based around Holst Planet Suite
PE- Dancing as stars an suns or animals in Christmas 
production- various movement qualities-control

Paper poppies, decorated rockets, junk modelling and papier 
mache, calendars and cards, wrapping presents in Santa’s 
Workshop-using tools and materials with safety and control

Awareness of safety when making group models and entering
role play.
Moving appropriately in PE and negotiating space
Safety on stage when moving around and with others
Safety using equipment and tools
Dressing and undressing independently into costumes/for PE

Communication and Language

Listening and Attention Understanding Speaking

Participating in Space station and 

Christmas role play

Space stories-responding, predicting 

and commenting

Listening to others’ opinions- when 

working within a group or with 

Learning/Forest school partners

Following instructions for making papier
mache/calendars/cards/models
Talking about and asking questions 
about space exploration. 
Remembrance, Christmas festivities
Instuctions to follow during 
performance

Small world sand/play tray-space figures

and landscapes-making up own stories

Role play Space station, Santas 

workshop, Christmas shop

Drama-aliens and space explorers- 

adventures into space Show and tell- 

thoughts about Remembrance  




